EDUCATION INDUSTRY
USE CASES

BUILD ONLINE
LEARNING SOLUTIONS
THAT ENGAGE
Empower your websites and applications
with live video/voice calls and
messaging

49%

Communication Platform-as-a-Service (CPaaS) provides
video, voice and messaging APIs for fast and rapid
integration into your websites, applications and workflows.
Drivers for using CPaaS

49% of your peers have already
used or will be using CPaaS to
enhance their learning platform
Make learning
more affordable
and cost effective

Foster greater
collaboration
with students

Enhance curriculum,
improve learning
experience

EnableX Next-Gen CPaaS

SIMPLE
Easy to use APIs and
SDKs that come with all
the tools and codes for
fast deployment

SMART
Awesome features that
revolutionise
communication
experience

POWERFUL
Low latency, high
quality, scalable
cloud-based platform
that you can rely on

FLEXIBLE
Fully customisable call
functionalities, UI,
billing and hosting

Education and Campus Industry

USE CASES
ONLINE EXAM PROCTORING

Improve Authenticity, Prevent Potential
Cheating

ONLINE EXAM

CHALLENGES
Difficult to monitor students’ behaviour during
online exams or when exams are done remotely
Online courses’ qualifications might not be deemed
trustworthy
ENABLEX

SOLUTIONS
Real-time live video monitoring by remote human
proctors
Video recording of test-takers including their
screen activities for easy review

TRADITIONAL ELEARNING PLATFORM

CHALLENGES

Pre-recorded content is static and unengaging
The need to enhance learning experience and improve
curriculum with virtual classrooms and field trips

VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

Increase Accessibility and Reach, Enhance
Student Engagement

ENABLEX

SOLUTIONS
Live multiparty video calling or broadcasting with
students regardless of location and time
Transcription and Translation eliminate language barriers
Active Talker allows users to know and view who is
speaking among the multitudes of online users
Recording and archiving content for student on-demand
viewing

ONLINE TUTORING

Improve Learning Outcome, Create
Affordable and Cost Effective Learning

PRIVATE TUTION

CHALLENGES
Travelling time needed for both students and tutors
Difficult to conduct ad-hoc engagements with
subject matter experts located overseas
ENABLEX

SOLUTIONS
Seamless online face-to-face interaction between
students and educators
Annotation, share screen and files between
students and educators
Recording and archiving content for on-demand
viewing
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